
Please contact Kurt Webber to 
discuss your speci�c application: 
kwebber@apialliance.com  
260.637.2739 x111 
www.apialliance.com 

To utilize our pro�ciency in electronic manufacturing, 
electro-mechanical assembly and engineering services to 
become a long-lasting “Partner in Production.”  These 
alliances are to be based upon excellent communication, 
mutual trust, proactive participation and a complete 
understanding of our customer’s goals.  We shall o�er 
unwavering technical and project management 
assistance to the level expected from these customer 
relationships.     

Our Promise To You...

Angela Ho�man - Marketing

AThe PI Quarterly
API Alliance has been recognized by 
the Indiana Small Business Develop-
ment Center (ISBDC) as a company to 
watch! According to the ISBDC web-
site, “Indiana Companies to Watch 
celebrates Indiana based high-
performing, established companies (existence for 3+ years), that gross 
under $100 million. Known for their performance in the marketplace, 
innovative products, unique processes or philanthropic actions, these 
companies represent a wide range of industries from all corners of 
Indiana. They make an astounding impact on the state’s economy by 
collectively providing thousands of jobs and contributing millions of 
dollars of revenue.” 

“We are excited that we are being recognized for our dedication to our 
customers and our community,” said Mike Gigli - API’s General Manager.  
Gigli continued, “We have worked hard to become a company that is 
known as innovative and a leader in the state.”

API is an Indiana Company to Watch!

Ho�man
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Introducing Angela Ho�man - 
Marketing. Angela is responsible 
for coordinating all aspects of 
marketing for API Alliance. Angela 
grew up in Fort Wayne, IN. She 
graduated from Indiana Purdue 
Fort Wayne (IPFW) with a bachelor’s 
degree in communications. 

Angela is married and has 3 children. 
She enjoys spending time with her 
family, photography, and watching her children play 
sports. She has been a valuable API team member 
since 2007. 

Engineering Facts

Featured Employee...

Expanded Production Floor Capabilities
We are happy to 
introduce our 
expanded production 
�oor capabilities. We 
have added a slide-
line assembly system, 
which is currently up 
and running. We will 
also be adding additional 
surface mount and thru-hole equipment in the fourth quarter 
of this year. 

Please contact us about our additional capabilities and your 
speci�c application.

The Segway is a 2 wheeled, self balancing 
personal transport vehicle which utilizes the 
principles of the gyroscope to maintain 
stability. 

The word engineer comes from a Latin word 
meaning ‘cleverness’.

The tallest wind turbine in the world has rotor 
tips that reach over 200 meters (656 feet) 
above the ground.

Slide-Line Assembly

Celebrating 20 Years of 
Engineering and 

Manufacturing Excellence!
1994 - 2014
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